
imPERFECT CITY Town Hall #3 Notes 
December 13, 2012 

 
People present: Vinnie Ryan, Brendan Keegan (videographer), Lauren Ruth, Maeve 
Coudrelle, Maiza Hixson, Jane Chesson, Sarah Ware, J. Gordon, Steve Ruszkowski, 
Maxine Gaiber, Christian Kaye (photographer), Carol Maurer, Wes Memeger, Ron 
Meick, Jay Headley, Lynne Templeton, Debbie Heaton, Ashley John Pigford, Emily 
Artinian, Daniel Westfield, Annette Giesecke, John Muse, Lou Rosenberg 
 
Maiza opens the town hall by welcoming everybody and explaining the premise of 
today’s meeting, to present proposals and hold discussions about them. 
 
Laura Hudson is skyped in and speaks about her proposal to hold a festival for 
imPERFECT CITY (add to this from video) 
 
Emily: I was wondering how your project would be publicized and to whom? Who’s the 
audience? 
 
Laura: That’s still really open. I’d love for the whole community to be included in the 
festival. It’s really open to everybody at this point. 
 
Maiza: Next we’re going to hear from Eric Leshinsky, who’s standing by in Houston, 
Texas. Eric will be in Wilmington in February, staying here at the DCCA and working on 
a ‘People’s Park’ in downtown Wilmington. 
 
Eric: I’ll be an artist in residence at the DCCA this winter. I went through the application 
years ago and it turns out that my residency will coincide with imPERFECT CITY. The 
project that I planned for my residency started from the idea that Wilmington lacks 
appropriate public spaces. I taught a class at the Delaware College of Art and Design 
(DCAD) and realized that the creation of public space was missing from the larger 
redevelopment of downtown Wilmington. There’s nowhere to congregate. I want to 
create a process to engage a site near Market Street, including three specific stakeholders 
who might not otherwise be involved in the process of downtown creation: students at 
DCAD and Delaware Technical Community College, business people and the 
homeless/transient community. The process that I designed happens both in the museum 
and at the site. As the project planning has unfolded, it’s taken on a much stronger 
presence in the museum. Initially it was about providing the three community groups the 
tools necessary to generate ideas about the park site, and to then present these ideas on 
the site in an installation format. Now, I’ll have an installation in the museum that 
involves furniture, displays and discussion. The ideas generated during the gallery phase 
will then be transferred to the other site and presented there. 
 
Maiza: The drafting tables in the gallery are linked to the external reality of the project’s 
second phase at the downtown site. Some questions that the curatorial team wondered 
about when we read your proposal are: What will the programming consist of for the first 



phase of the project at the DCCA? What will people learn when they sit down at the 
drafting tables and how will you facilitate this learning and interaction? 
 
Eric: I have an architecture background. I’m interested in design as a form of agency that 
can shape reality. I want to help others develop the design skills to change the world 
around them. I’ve taught architecture and design at universities, and what I want to 
convey to participants in this project is a very basic skill set involving how to embody 
their ideas on paper and in models, and how to represent scale. I’ll have a curriculum that 
takes place over a few weeks. Another component of the project is talking about ideas 
that people want to see at the site and how they want to use public space in general. I’ll 
create a schedule of workshops that include discussions about ideas. The workshops will 
be a genuine open forum about what makes an ideal small park and how to create ideas 
that wouldn’t normally be constructed in reality. The space at the site will include more 
than just benches, but also a pin up space, an area for discussion, and so on.  
 
?: How did you come up with the three groups to work with? 
 
Eric: Through observation. I spend a lot of time hanging out in cities and doing projects 
involving public space. In Wilmington, those are the groups that I thought would use this 
space more than anyone else and had a stake in it. These are the groups that I thought 
could offer specific unique perspectives on what public space should be and should offer, 
and who wouldn’t normally have a forum. 
 
Emily: Occupy Delaware was in that area, and composed of the same three stakeholder 
groups. It could be a good reference for the project. The representatives most involved in 
it could be helpful contacts. 
 
Eric: I’m not familiar with Occupy Delaware, so I’d be interested in learning who was 
organizing that.  
 
Maiza: Who would like to go next? 
 
Jules Bruck volunteers. 
 
Jules: I work at the University of Delaware in the Landscape Design department. Even 
though I was approaching my proposal for imPERFECT CITY as a landscape designer, I 
wanted to focus on water. Urban environments are dependent on how stormwater is 
managed in the city; people downstream are particularly susceptible. In Wilmington, 
we’re downstream from the fracking in Northern Pennsylvania. I have been working with 
Jon Cox (Art department) and Tony Middlebrooks (Material Culture department) at UD 
to follow the path of urban stormwater and try to connect this invisible process and the 
reality of what’s happening with the water. In an ideal city, that process would be a first 
step: how stormwater could be managed in a more respectable way. We will be working 
with a group of students in the upcoming spring semester, when we will conduct a photo 
documentary of urban stormwater challenges, both floods and droughts. We then intend 
to do video interviews with citizens in Wilmington to get their perspectives. We are also 



hoping to propose a day of giving back to the city by identifying an area of high pollution 
potential that we could do remediation work on as a team. Not knowing what 
imPERFECT CITY will look like, we can’t say for sure what the gallery component of 
this project will be yet. 
 
Maiza: What about bottling our own imPERFECT water? J. Gordon, our Curatorial 
Associate, suggested this. 
 
Jules: Or visitors could ‘float’ their wish for better water quality downstream.  
 
Lauren Ruth presents. 
 
Lauren Ruth: I’m an artist and performer in Philadelphia. I’m particularly interested in 
races and competitions. With that in mind, I’m proposing a DCCA athletic club for 
imPERFECT CITY. It will be a running and fitness club for ‘Artletes.’ I want to consider 
how we can combine athletics with art or use it as a form of art. The club will embark on 
weekly runs and walks. We can do 2-3 mile loops around the perimeter of the DCCA. 
How can we use an athletic club to extend the museum into the city of Wilmington? It 
will be interactive and participatory; we can bring people in from the two local YMCAs, 
the Delaware Running Club and the DCCA’s membership. This project will act as the 
foundation for Drift, a future DCCA show in the spring, when I will create a marathon 
that progresses over the course of two and a half months. The physical component at the 
DCCA could include stretching mats, a map with running routes and a system to propose 
new routes, t-shirts for purchase, or a warm up track on the perimeter of the DCCA. The 
purpose of my proposals for both Drift and imPERFECT CITY is to extend the museum 
out into the city; to function as a museum tour group for the city of Wilmington, 
including venturing into neighborhoods we’re not initially comfortable going into.  
 
John: Could we go into the community and ask people who live in certain areas to come 
up with a one mile run in their neighborhood? Then we would have a readymade cohort 
for the running club. You could do this by connecting with any existing running clubs 
and have them be co-curators. That takes the museum out of the museum, bringing the 
‘inside, outside.’ 
 
Lauren: Then we could bring multiple different groups together. I’m also interested in 
how non-runners can get involved, by grouping people by pace and including walkers. 
 
Annette Giesecke and Donald Dunham present. 
 
Donald: I’m a professor of architecture at Philadelphia University. 
 
Annette: I’m a professor at UD, a scholar of utopianism and a classicist. Our project is a 
gallery installation with a didactic purpose regarding the nature of utopias, how to engage 
critically with (utopian) urban projects, and also be participatory. It’s important that 
citizens of imPERFECT CITY actually engage with the project, so that we’re able to be 
provocative rather than just preaching. It begins with the beginning of any utopian 



project, the establishment of a boundary. (Gesturing to the slide) These are all utopian 
schemes, all three of them urban. As you can see from their plans, the first step in a 
utopian city is to define your boundary, because your utopia must be differentiated form 
the not ideal, dystopia. In the case of imPERFECT CITY, the boundary is the museum 
itself, its walls. The examples of utopian cities on this slide are Mount Olympus, 
Achilles’ shield from the Illiad (at the center of the shield, there are two cities depicted, 
one at peace and one at war) and Tomasso Campanella’s City of the Sun. In all three, we 
see prominent city walls. 
 
Donald: Campanello described the City of the Sun as having painted walls that contained 
all of knowledge, including laws, science, etc.; everything known was to be painted, so 
that the walls became an encyclopedia, where anything citizens wanted to know was 
made visible for them. 
 
Annette: This is the piece that we’re proposing (on slide), appropriating the long wall in 
Bieber-Ham gallery. We are showing the visitor graphically where the boundary of this 
utopian city is: the museum wall. In typical museum style, we have a barrier and stop 
sign saying to ‘stay back’ and this is also written on the wall. In utopia, there are so many 
paradoxes. Every utopian project is trying to recapture Eden, the state in which humans 
were in harmony with each other and nature; there was no need for laws or boundaries. 
Here we have this utopian city with its boundaries and we remind visitors of the goal of 
utopia, perfect harmony. In human cities, we always start by making laws to keep people 
in check. In an ideal city, we don’t need laws, because everybody understands the right 
thing to do. By saying ‘Utopia above the Law,’ we are hoping the viewer will think about 
what utopia means, the ideal condition that doesn’t need laws. If viewers contemplate 
this, then they can ignore the barrier and warnings and go through them; people are then 
encouraged to write on the wall, hopefully to comment on imPERFECT CITY as it is, 
about its installation, about their own urban experience, or leave suggestions for what an 
ideal city would be. We were inspired by Chris Burden, Barbara Kruger and Jenny 
Holzer.  
 
Donald: All we can do is make utopian expeditions; we can never actually get to utopia. 
This construct reminds citizens that we can’t get to the actual place; the boundary is the 
signifier. Our project allows visitors to get within the boundary and comment on the 
meaning of law and how it relates to utopia. For example, can utopia have prisons? Laws 
become fundamental. ‘Utopia Above the Law’ is a reminder to citizens that we’re 
striving for this condition, but can’t get there. We’re also proposing a donation box. We 
chose red because of its allusion to ‘stop.’ As visitors leave the DCCA, we will have a 
sign, ‘Welcome to Dystopia,’ and a proposed donation, both marking the exit from utopia 
and playing on the DCCA’s free admission. 
 
Annette: The final message is that any utopian city is imperfect, a human construct. 
Imperfect is as perfect as it gets for us. The donations would go back to imPERFECT 
CITY. 
 



Donald: In a perfect city, would we need currency or would we barter? In a true utopia, 
we wouldn’t need money. Maybe someone in imPERFECT CITY will develop a new 
form of currency.  
 
Jane Chesson and Sarah Ware present. 
 
Jane: We are presenting on behalf of the DCCA Education department and guides, who 
put this together. We were thinking about how to incorporate imPERFECT CITY into the 
rest of our education programming. Right now, we are working with the temporary title, 
‘Orientation Map.’ It started with the need of the guides to have a physical component in 
the gallery because spring is our busiest tour season; we have many different community 
groups coming to visit. We wanted to have a designated, consistent space for the guides 
and Education to use. All our tours are interactive and discussion-based, so we need a 
place for visitors to be physically, actively engaged in the process, where they can 
participate in the growth of imPERFECT CITY. 
 
Sarah: Here is a general mockup of the space (on slide), with a large map on the wall in 
the corner. The long wall on the blueprint is in Bieber-Ham gallery, specifically the wall 
shared with Dupont II; we want to inhabit that corner space. We’ll delineate this space 
with shelving and storage. It will be a place where students and visitors can create what 
they envision imPERFECT CITY to look like. There will be a storage space of laminated 
materials, including photos, shapes, lines, buildings, streams, bridges and trees to be 
placed on the map, allowing people to create designs depicting what they want in city. 
We are turning the idea of the map on its head: you inform map, rather than the map 
informing you. Overall, this will be a consistent place for us to discuss the exhibition and 
engage visitors, even as the exhibition constantly shifts.   
 
Jane: Visitors can also create their own items, like sculptures or bridges that they’d like to 
add to the city. Our proposal has a facilitated tour component, a self-guided component 
(visitors can use it on their own, outside of tours) and a children’s class component 
(teaching artists can use it for activities). 
 
Sarah: Also, we will photograph the map constantly, after big tours and heavy activity, 
and will have a photo album that captures the evolution of the map as it progresses over 
time. 
 
Steve Ruszkowski presents. 
 
Steve: My proposal addresses the basic necessities that we need to hold these meetings 
and what we’ll need in the gallery to use for multiple projects. The most basic thing is 
seating. I have a concept for bench style seating, so that we can have something unique to 
the space to sit on for meetings and other functions. I’m interested in shaker style design, 
with the implications being: simple seating that doesn’t get in way, serves people well, 
and can be easily pushed aside and brought back out. The edges of the benches wouldn’t 
have angles. There would be 6-8 sections to seat 20-30 people, and it would be modularly 
fitted. I’m going for a nice aesthetic, with no open corners, something that will be easy to 



put together or break apart, and that can be set throughout the space so visitors can sit. 
The benches can be used for the festival, for meals, performances, and any number of 
other events and activities. My proposal is for something basic and necessary that solves 
the problem before we get into gallery of needing to get extra chairs all the time. It will 
be designed to fit the space as far as color and other decorative details. 
 
Jules: I had students design flat back benches that can be collapsed, moved and set up 
with no tools. How about designing chair that could be stacked flat? 
 
Steve: I am considering that, especially since it helps make the seating easy to hide and 
store.  
 
Ashley: How would you source the wood? 
 
Steve: I originally considered repurposing materials, but realized that for consistency in 
building and for the large amount of lumber needed, that might not be feasible. 
 
Ashley John Pigford presents. 
 
Ashley: Forty-five states have adopted a common core curriculum that doesn’t require the 
teaching of cursive handwriting anymore; teachers are no longer required to teach 
handwriting. In the future, your signature will be done digitally, without Latin script 
(which is what cursive is). My proposal, the ‘Museum of the Hand’ is ‘back from the 
future’ to teach people the glory of Latin script. It will be a combination of installations 
and workshops. My cursive machine will write based on keyboard input, providing a one 
to one educational model: an intimate space in reverence of script. 
 
Ashley shows a video of his machine: http://designisgoodforyou.com/?page_id=951  
 
Ashley: You can type in up to 10 characters and the machine writes it in broad tip pen, 
similarly to the calligraphic style at a side angle. You can learn how to write in Latin 
script because you no longer know how to. The machine consists of many exposed 
electronics. I would also sponsor two workshops with hands-on training, including a 
drawing machine workshop (visitors can come in and repurpose existing technology to 
create it) and a workshop teaching people how to use switchers and sensors, so that they 
can learn more about how the technology that we live with everyday works. 
 
John Muse presents. 
 
John: Jeanne Finley (who is in California) and I are proposing ‘Inside/Outside’ 
(provisional title). I’m here because of an exhibition entitled, And the Winner Is which 
took place at Haverford College. I’m also here because of the ‘Ardmore cairn’ a 
vernacular, unpreservable form that is continuously destroyed, put together again and 
documented. Jeanne and I are interested in ideas of site and the vernacular. I found an 
article detailing a woman’s effort to maintain a memorial in the northwest corner of 
Delaware and learned that Delaware banned roadside memorials. Now, I’m moving away 



from the low stakes in Ardmore to the higher stakes of grief and mourning. Our proposal 
involves legal constraints as well. We want to think about how the state intervenes in 
vernacular practice. Delaware created a memorial garden at the Smyrna rest area. I made 
a phone call to James Westhodd, the Memorial Garden Coordinator. Apparently, if a 
monument is very old and not being taken care of, then they will take it down. At 
Smyrna, I was expecting to only see uniform modules of mourning, but everyone who 
wanted to do this personalized the brick through language or small interventions like 
flowers, lawn decorations, etc.  The vernacular is hard to destroy. I began to compile a 
collection of photos of roadside memorials on route 9 and 6, to see what’s out there and 
falling apart, not supposed to be there. The project we imagined is the production of an 
archive, mapping photographs onto Google Earth and possibly creating a Facebook page. 
I would like help to find more roadside monuments, ones present and gone. The project is 
both laudable and indefensible: it fulfills the preservationist urge but also exposing 
something private. The project is still in the research phase. I want people to send me 
leads on existing roadside memorials, even if they’re gone. What I imagine is still 
unimaginable. I don’t know whether it’s defensible to bring monuments here or not. 
 
Ashley: Is the gallery component a map? 
 
John: No. That’s exactly what I don’t want. I want to make the DCCA a ‘no country’ 
zone, extralegal, so that what can’t be outside, can be brought inside. To take a photo of 
something that exists outside and bring it into the museum is not what I want to do. I’m 
alright with creating a form online, as online communication is a social form I’m 
interested in, but I’m resistant to bringing that into the gallery. 
 
Wes: Would it help you to talk to Maya Lin? 
 
John: If that were possible. 
 
Donald: The Smyrna rest stop is one of my favorite places; it’s one of the nicest rest stops 
in the world. I had no idea that the memorial garden was there. Have you considered the 
significance of road death and the land marking of that moment and person? In Greece, 
they have very elaborate shrines, places of great significance. This is a profound piece 
and moment.  
 
Emily: Does it have to be a literal archive? What memento mori could you create on this 
site (in the gallery), and for what purpose? 
 
John: I have looked into the history of the DCCA’s building, what it was before and who 
may have died or have been buried on this site in the past. I may be interested in 
materializing this somehow. The stakes are very high for other memorials; I don’t want to 
mess with them, beyond simply giving them a different public or way of giving homage. 
 
Maiza: Everybody please keep in mind that if you would like to continue your discussion 
later, we can all share email addresses (if you give me permission to make them available 



to the group). We can also leave comments on the proposals page of the blog, creating a 
virtual archive. 
 
Debbie to Jules: There is a local project in the works to collect rainwater on a 12 acre 
site.  
 
Jules: I’d be interested in learning more about that. Can you send me the information? 
 
Wes to Jules: Two years ago, Dennis Beach had a show here with stunning transparent 
pipes. That exhibit could be a reference point for you as you think about what to put in 
the gallery. 
 
John: You could show the water coming into the DCCA: where it comes from and goes. 
We could have a drinking fountain in the middle of the gallery. The act of drinking from 
it would become problematic as visitors contemplate the question of where it comes 
from. 
 
Lynne: When constructing houses in Philadelphia, the sewage system there makes 
installing garbage disposals problematic. You could expose invisible systems of water 
circulation in Wilmington. 
 
Jules: I like using the DCCA as the visibility piece, showing where water comes from and 
where it goes afterwards. 

Maxine: When an artist wanted to cook locally-sourced foods recently, I learned that 
there’s nothing edible at the Peterson Nature Center because of the water there. 

Maiza: Jules, we recently received a response to your proposal that I’d like to share with 
you: “If it’s art then it’s an expression of the artist and should engage at several levels: 
conceptual, emotional. If it’s education, then water running through cities is affected by 
ideas running through minds, and money running through politics, and policies running 
through governments. Water comes out dirty at the other end of the city. Idealism comes 
out fatalism at the end of politics. Optimism comes out pessimism after money talks. 
Youth comes out old age after lots of public comment! I learned so much from 
Buckminster Fuller's focus on whole systems. It’s an important thing to educate people to 
understand that their interrelated actions multiplied by thousands of communities have 
global impacts. Communities that adopt green infrastructure practices and catch rainfall 
and keep it out of the sewer are making great strides forward. Good exhibits might use 
some way to show the contribution of 100,000 cars to polluted water.   
 
Daniel: Look at who delivers water to us. American Water Corporate (AWC) is a private 
company, listed on Nasdaq. They own a lot of water in America. In cities, the water is 
usually paid for through city taxes and in rural areas, it’s often up to the government. 
AWC is a publically-traded company that has rights to our water. 
 



Jules: This topic is so huge that it’s a matter of scope and focus, on what we want to deal 
with most here. I find the education piece most fascinating. 
 
Lynne: We could install a series of toilets in the gallery to observe where the water goes 
when you flush them. 
 
Maiza: Your project involves many components: site clean-up, replanting, video, 
interviews, sculptural components. The question is ongoing: how can we design a 
component of this project in the gallery?  
 
We’ll be contacting all of those who submitted proposals soon to arrange individual 
meetings with the curatorial staff (still open to the public) to provide our insight into how 
to contextualize your projects in the DCCA and to provide you with professional 
expertise and links to helpful people.  
 
Annette and Donald, your proposal is fascinating. Are you open to suggestions about how 
to realize it? Would you be interested in working with the DCCA to make it in a certain 
material, or to talk about different ways that it could be enacted in the space? 
 
Donald: I’m not married to ideas; they evolve and change. I’m not the architect of this 
project anymore. When something is complete, the user becomes the caretaker and the 
author of space. In my mind, the piece is now fair game to be worked on. 
 
Wes: Is ‘Utopia Above the Law’ a piece of conceptual art? 
 
Donald: In the context of a museum, it will probably be considered that. If it were 
installed outside, it might be considered political art or graffiti. 
 
Wes: I don’t understand conceptual art. Could we use your project as a teaching tool to 
talk about what conceptual art is? 
 
Maiza: The project will be a kind of educational outreach. There are many ways to get 
inside the exhibition; there are literary and athletic standpoints too. We are teaching 
people about the future of communication, about how to engage in an active manner. 
imPERFECT CITY is a work in progress, an art historical lens to understand the 
exhibition is only one among many. 
 
Daniel: Part of the art of imPERFECT CITY is the exhibition planning, so we’re actually 
making art right now. 
 
Maiza: Shared authorship and curatorial voice informs the process. People want to have a 
different experience when they engage in museums now. 
 
Maiza closes the meeting and thanks everyone for their contributions. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 


